Asymptotic solution of the equations using the Lambert W-function
(Václav Kotěšovec, published Aug 08 2014)
The defining equation for Lambert W-function is
to solve a simple transcendental equation

. In the Wikipedia is one nice example, how

using the Lambert W-function.
Programs Mathematica (where ProductLog is same function as LambertW) and Maple solve this equation
correctly, but for a little more complicated equations (for example
) we are not able to find an
explicit solution.
Mathematica
Maple

If
then for
also
the asymptotic solution of the equation

and from terms
is
a dominant term. We get
from an exact solution of the equation
.

Now is a very important check, if this root is asymptotically correct. We substitute it to the first equation and
following limit must be equal to 1.

Blue graph is an exact (numerical) solution of our
equation, red graph is the asymptotic solution of
same equation.

Difference between the exact and the asymptotic solution tends to zero.

Applications
The following theorem by W. K. Hayman is very useful.
Citation from the book: Herbert S. Wilf, generatingfunctionology, 2ed 1989, p.183

We now use Hayman's method to find the asymptotic behavior of the sequence A216688 from the OEIS. The
exponential generating function is

This function is admissible, see [5], p.564 (VIII. 5. Admissibility) for more.
We have equation

The asymptotic is
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The root of the equation
is dependent on and we are not able to find an explicit
solution (only numerically). Now we apply the method from page 1. The dominant term is
and we
are able to find an asymptotic solution of this equation.

Asymptotic solution of the equation is

Blue graph is an exact (numerical) solution of our equation, red graph is the asymptotic solution of same
equation.

We simplify an expression

Explicit asymptotic is (dominant term):
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Numerical verification

Ratio

/ asymptotic tends to 1

Ratio, using the Lambert W-function

List of sequences from the OEIS, where I applied this method:
A003727, A009153, A009229, A052506, A053530, A060311, A065143, A216507, A216688, A216689,
A240165, A240989, A245834, A245835
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